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ABOUT US
Armed with outstanding academic achievement and skills development
resulting from continuous involvement in var-ious legal cases, these lawyers
bring about agility, accuracy and insights, all of which are important to
Established in 2012, Imran Muntaz & Co. is a law firm providing legal
services that focus on a variety of corporate transactions. Since its
establishment, the firm has been providing outstanding services to

providing reliable information and in-depth analysis that in turn would
decisively deter-mine whether or not the outcome of a case would work in
favor of the clients’ interests.

a number of clients. In time, as a result of its professionalism and
high and ranked by international publishers such as Asian Legal
Business; IFLR 1000; and Asialaw.

Such extraordinary achievements are attributed to the savvy
leadership and management prowess demonstrated by Imran
Muntaz, the founder as well as the managing partner of the firm.
Having worked in some of the major law firms in Indonesia, Imran
has extensive experience in various legal corporate transactions,
notably in such area as capital market.

Together with his partner Firoz Gaffar, Imran leads a team of
energetic, vibrant millennial associates who are highly capable of
delivering legal services in the modern day of dynamic legal issues.
Most of these young lawyers are cream of the cream who
graduated from reputable universities across Indonesia.

Imran has extensive
experience in various legal
corporate transactions,
notably in such area as
capital market.
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Years of experience being in this areas allow
us to believe that we are qualified to assist our
clients whenever they intend to have legal
transactions in relation to these areas in place.
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EXPERTISE
WE PROVIDE LEGAL SERVICES
ON THE FOLLOWING:
1. CAPITAL MARKETS &
SECURITIES

2. CORPORATE COMMERCIAL /
MERGER & ACQUISITIONS
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3. BANKING & FINANCE
Imran Muntaz & Co. assists clients in their bilateral or syndication financing
process including financing structure, facility agreements and security
documents, including their corporate approval.

4. ENERGY & NATURAL RESOURCES
We handling many projects in the area of energy and natural resources
and have been assisting clients through many years of experience by
providing legal advice and transactional support to companies operating
in the oil and gas, energy and natural sectors. Imran Muntaz & Co. advises
clients based on the prevailing laws and regulations, ensures clients to
achieve its goal such as joint venture agreements, land title and sale and
acquisition of assets, government advisory work, operating agreements,
environmental and forestry issues and many more in a fastest and
smoothest way.

5. COMMERCIAL DISPUTE
We provide clients with strong support and represent clients in
tort, breach of contract, internal corporate fraud, employment,
and others.

